NEW IN 2016
Our famous stollen with collectible, hand-crafted, Dinkel’s cutting board.

2 lb Powdered Sugar Stollen and Cutting Board (#2060) $74.95
Our Famous STOLLEN

The secret behind our exceptional stollen is Joseph Dinkel’s original 1922 recipe. This old world formula calls for roasted cashews, California almonds, juicy pineapple and golden raisins all dipped in rum and brandy then imbedded in a yeast raised dough before baking. In the final step each Stollen is glazed with melted butter and lightly dusted with powdered sugar. Want a different taste? Try Dinkel’s Cinnamon Sugar Topped Stollen. You’ll love the hint of Cinnamon Sugar.

2 lb. Powdered Sugar
ITEM: 2006 | $28.95

Two 2lb. Powdered Sugar
ITEM: 2032 | $51.95

Two 1lb. Powdered Sugar
ITEM: 2058 | $29.95

Visit Dinkels.com for more combinations.
Hand-Crafted STRUDELs

**Cherry Cheese Strudel** (32 oz.)
ITEM: 5130 | $26.95
Fresh Michigan cherries and our own delicious smooth cream cheese filling gently blended into Dinkel’s fine strudel pastry.

**Poppy Seed Strudel** (32 oz.)
ITEM: 5113 | $26.95
Our homemade poppy seed filling (using only imported poppy seed) is carefully blended into our rich dough. The result is an old world flavor that few people get to taste in today’s hurry up world.

**Walnut Apple Strudel** (32 oz.)
ITEM: #5140 | $26.95
California walnuts and Michigan apples, hand rolled into our rich strudel dough and baked to perfection.

**Praline Pecan Strudel** (32 oz.)
ITEM: 5112 | $29.95
The Praline Pecan Strudel is a strudel bursting with pecans and toffee. As the strudel bakes, the pecans and toffee melt into a delicious confection that has made this strudel our most popular.
Sip’n Whiskey Cake (24 oz.)
item: 3070 | $27.95

Our Sip’n Whisky Cake is still made according to our original 1922 recipe. This cake is a delicate blend of bourbon whisky, whole wheat flour, raisins, pecans, fresh eggs, milk and the finest whisky. After the cake is baked and placed in its stay fresh container, we pour a cup of whisky over the cake to give it that extra yummy taste. Ready to serve by itself or try it warmed with a dollop of whipped cream.

Royal Chocolate Rum Cake (24 oz.)
item: 3040 | $27.95

Our Royal Chocolate Rum Cake is made of the finest pure chocolate, apricots, almonds and rum. A subtle, nutty texture enhances the rich, tangy flavor in every bite! After the cake is placed in its stay fresh container, we pour a cup of Rum over the top of the cake. You will experience a delightful Rum taste in each bite. Ready to serve by itself or with your favorite fruit. Try with whipped cream or ice cream too!
Pineapple Upside Down Cake (18 oz.)
**ITEM:** 3087  |  **$21.95**
Dinkel's stays on the Upside with this Pineapple splendor! Slices of pineapple and cherries cover the top of our famous moist golden cake, baked to perfection, topped with our honey apricot glaze.

Crunch Cake (16 oz.)
**ITEM:** 3081  |  **$21.95**
We carefully blend pecans, cashews, coconut, brown sugar to create our wonderful crunch topping for this delicious vanilla sponge cake. Masterfully baked and lightly drizzled with our fondant icing, one piece of this cake will not be enough!

Hutten Kuchen Cake (18 oz.)
**ITEM:** 3085  |  **$23.95**
Our master bakers have created the Hutten Kuchen Cake by marbling our cream cheese batter with scrumptious dark chocolate and then icing it with rich, imported chocolate icing. Delectable!

Butter Kuchen Cake (16 oz.)
**ITEM:** 3080  |  **$21.95**
This cake is rich and moist made with a cream cheese batter, the same batter we use in our wedding cakes. this mouth-watering treat is ideal for dessert of with your afternoon tea. Your guests will beg for seconds, so be prepared!
Gourmet GIFT BAGS

Snow on Christmas Eve
ITEM: #6430 | $39.00

Dinkel’s Favorite Gift Bag
ITEM: #6330 | $129.00
Stollen (16 oz.), Fruit Cake (16 oz.), Pfefernusse (16 oz.), Chocolate Chip Cookie Tin (16 oz.), Ginger Snap Cookie Tin (16 oz.), Praline Pecan Strudel (32 oz.)
Simply Scrumptious COMBINATIONS

We paired our famous Stollen with some of our most requested items. For sending heartfelt greetings to loved ones or sharing with family and friends, our Famous Stollen brings rave reviews every time.

Famous Stollen and Cherry Cheese Strudel (2lb. each)
ITEM: #2600 | $52.95

Famous Stollen and Praline Pecan Strudel (2lb. each)
ITEM: #2500 | $52.95

Deluxe Brandied Fruit Cake (16 oz.) and Famous Stollen (16 oz.)
ITEM: 3077 | $29.95

Sip’n Whiskey Cake (24 oz.) and Famous Stollen (16 oz.)
ITEM: 3076 | $40.95
Signature Cookie

GIFT TINS

If you haven’t tried our cookies, you are in for a treat. One bite of one of these scrumptious morsels will bring a smile on any face, and did we mention they make great gifts ... if you don’t eat them all by yourself!

Chocolate Chip Butter Cookies (16 oz. Gift Tin)

ITEM: 4300  $19.95

Our most popular cookies by far since Norman J. Dinkel Sr. created them in 1952. One cookie just won’t be enough!

Assorted Butter Cookies (16 oz. Gift Tin)

ITEM: 4422  $37.95

Our butter cookie tin, including cookies plain and fancy, is perfect for the family and always an appreciated gift.
THE DINKEL’S STORY

When my wife’s great grandfather, Joseph K. Dinkel, came to Chicago in the early 1900’s, he brought with him remarkable baking skills and recipes from a long line of master bakers in Southern Bavaria, Germany. He was able to open a small bakeshop in 1922 with the help of his wife, Antonie. Their son Norman Dinkel, Sr. came into the business and continued to expand Dinkel’s popularity. In the early 1970’s, Norman Jr. took the helm, thus embarking on the third generation of Dinkels here at the bakery. Soon word of Dinkel’s mouth-watering treats made its way beyond Chicago and across the country. In 2008, I joined the ranks at Dinkel’s alongside my wife, Sandgren and continue to apprentice under my father-in-law, Norman Jr. I also come from a German family rich with baking history. I am proud to be part of the Dinkel’s tradition and look forward to sharing it with all of you!

Raspberry Linzer Cookies
(24 oz. Gift Tin)
ITEM: 4600 | $42.95

Our traditional German favorite—we create this cookie by topping our butter cookie with raspberry preserves and finishing it with an almond paste and sliced almonds.

Ginger Snaps (16 oz. Gift Tin)
ITEM: 4525 | $19.95

Don’t forget to add our delicious Ginger Snaps to your order. These are a Dinkel’s holiday favorite! The wonderful flavor of ginger combined with the crunch is sure to please all of your holiday guests.

Dark Chocolate Dippers
(16 oz. Gift Tin)
ITEM: 4900 | $32.95

You will not believe the heavenly taste of the addition of pure chocolate coating to our already delectable Chocolate Chip Butter Cookie.

ORDER NOW • dinkels.com • 800.822.8817
Raisin Bran Muffins (24 Muffins, 2 oz. each)

The main ingredient in our Lowfat Raisin Bran Muffins is the fruit. Now made with organic bran and organic flour, these muffins are low fat, high in fiber, preservative free and do not contain any milk and/or egg ingredients. Our muffins can be frozen. You can pop them out one at a time, warm and enjoy!

Apricot Muffins (24 Muffins, 2 oz. each)

Made with organic bran and organic flour! Each muffin is low fat, high in fiber, preservative free and does not contain any milk and/or egg ingredients. The main ingredient in our muffin’s is the fruit. What a great way to start the day with one of these delicious muffins.
Introducing, Dresden Style Stollen Bites. A different recipe than Dinkel’s Famous Stollen, Stollen bites are loaded with Rum soaked California raisins, pineapple, almonds and filled with marzipan!

Don’t forget to add our delicious Ginger Snaps to your order. These are a Dinkel’s holiday favorite! The wonderful flavor of ginger combined with the crunch is sure to please all of your holiday guests.

Our most popular cookies by far since Norman J. Dinkel Sr. created them in 1952. One cookie just won’t be enough!

A spicy honey cookie (and we use only white clover honey from a Wisconsin apiary) is a true old world favorite, especially with our German customers. Each cookie is dusted in powdered sugar and goes great with a cup of hot coffee or our famous Hot Chocolate.

A sweet sure to please any chocolate lover, we have drenched our fudgy brownie bites in rich Belgian dark chocolate. Each box contains 12 delicious bites.

Our Fruitcake is made from Joseph K. Dinkel’s original 1922 recipe. It is rich, moist and perfectly spiced with generous scoops of fruits and pecans then baked to perfection. A thoughtful and welcome gift.
Dinkel’s Bakery
3329 N. Lincoln Avenue
Chicago, IL 60657

BAKING TRADITION

Dinkel’s “No Questions Asked” Guarantee!
Every product you purchase from Dinkel’s Bakery must live up to your satisfaction. If at any time a product fails to satisfy you, return it to us, postage paid and we’ll replace the item or refund your money in full.

Ground Delivery Charges (Per Address)*

Orders From: $10 to 50 | $15* • $51–99 | $18* • $100 or more | FREE Delivery
*See online for expedited shipping options.

Entertaining & GIFTS

Evening Bliss
ITEM: 6490 | $38.95
Brownie bites (9), lemon bars (9), and ginger snaps (16 oz.)

Brunch Cake Medley and Famous Stollen (32 oz.)
ITEM: 6810 | $53.95

ORDER ONLINE
dinkels.com
OR BY PHONE
800-822-8817
FAX 773-281-6169

Our Gift to You!
on orders over $150
A FREE gift tin of Ginger Snap Cookies.
(Item #7716)

Dinkel’s Bakery
3329 N. Lincoln Avenue
Chicago, IL 60657